**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:**

Once installed, the top of the Net Post (with Post Cap in place) will be 42” above the court surface.

The tennis post footing should be placed approximately 36” outside of the court. The center lines of the posts should be 42’ apart for a doubles court and 36’ apart for a singles court.

1. If using optional ground sleeves, excavate a 36” deep cone shaped hole, measuring 20” in diameter at the surface tapering out to 30” at the bottom.
2. Fill the hold with approximately 12” of concrete.
3. Place the ground sleeve into the center of the hole and continue filling with concrete.
4. Check the ground sleeve for plumb and make adjustments as necessary.
5. When the hole is filled, make sure the top of the ground sleeve is completely flush with the finished court surface.
6. Let the concrete completely cured before installing the net posts. The same instructions apply if omitting the ground sleeves.
7. External wind crank: Bolt the crank to the post. Attach the crank handle by removing the pin, sliding the handle over the crank lever and replacing the pin.

Internal wind crank: The crank is mounted in the post prior to shipping. Simply remove the handle screw, place the handle on the square crank mechanism and secure with screw.

See “Gamma Net Instructions” for issues relating to installing your net, including:
- order of installation
- where to hook net cable on post crank
- installing lacing cord
- installing center strap